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“Data and services that are  
findable,  
accessible,  
interoperable,  
re-usable 
both for machines and for people.” 
The FAIR Guiding Principles for scientific data management and stewardship, 
Scientific Data (2016), https://www.nature.com/articles/sdata201618 

What is FAIR ? 

Schultes, CS3 2019
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Data and services that are  
findable,  
accessible,  
interoperable,  
re-usable 
for machines (and sometimes, in rare 
circumstances, maybe even for people). 

FAIR is for machines
2016



WHAT IS FAIR ?

Findable: 
F1 (meta)data are assigned a globally unique and 
persistent identifier; 

F2 data are described with rich metadata; 

F3 metadata clearly and explicitly include the 
identifier of the data it describes; 

F4 (meta)data are registered or indexed in a 
searchable resource;

Accessible: 
A1 (meta)data are retrievable by their identifier 
using a standardized communications protocol; 

A1.1 the protocol is open, free, and universally 
implementable; 

A1.2 the protocol allows for an authentication and 
authorization procedure, where necessary; 

A2 metadata are accessible, even when the data 
are no longer available;

Interoperable: 
I1 (meta)data use a formal, accessible, shared, and 
broadly applicable language for knowledge 
representation. 

I2 (meta)data use vocabularies that follow FAIR 
principles; 

I3 (meta)data include qualified references to other 
(meta)data; 

Reusable: 
R1 meta(data) are richly described with a plurality 
of accurate and relevant attributes; 

R1.1 (meta)data are released with a clear and 
accessible data usage license; 

R1.2 (meta)data are associated with detailed 
provenance; 

R1.3 (meta)data meet domain-relevant 
community standards; 

Sci. Data 3:160018 doi: 10.1038/sdata.2016.18 (2016)
FAIR Principles
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WHAT IS FAIR ?
Technology 

Domain-relevant content 

Davide Salomoni 
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WHAT IS FAIR ?
Technology 

Domain-relevant content 

Davide Salomoni 

Isabel Campos Plasencia

Sci. Data 3:160018 doi: 10.1038/sdata.2016.18 (2016)
FAIR Principles



WHAT What FAIR is not … 

FAIR is not a standard  

FAIR is not equal to ‘Open’ or ‘Free’ 

   Data are often Open but not FAIR 

 Data could be Closed yet perfectly FAIR  

Cloudy, increasingly FAIR; revisiting the FAIR Data guiding principles for the 
European Open Science Cloud  DOI: 10.3233/ISU-170824
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Common Patterns in Revolutionary Infrastructures and Data  
Peter Wittenburg, Max Planck Computing and Data Facility 

George Strawn, US National Academy of Sciences 

February 2018 

https://www.rd-alliance.org/sites/default/files/Common_Patterns_in_Revolutionising_Infrastructures-final.pdf
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Rare disease 
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FAIR Funding 
GO FAIR Brazil
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C2CAMP 
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AGU Enabling FAIR Data 
System Terre 
Sea Data Net

Chemistry

CO-OPERAS

Nano Research  
NOMAD

Metrology
ASTRON

CBS (Economics)

Sustainability Research
Annotation


Neubias

FAIR Funders


FAIR Pointer

FAIR Journalism (Fake News Monitoring )

Reproducibility and quality assurance of research data
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IN Profile Matrix     January 15-16, Leiden



Sustainability plans 
Funded infrastructure 
PPP services providers

GO FAIR Supports and Coordinates INs in 
thier implementation choices and challnges. 

15 FAIR  
Guiding 
Principles

• EOSC 
• NIH Data Commons 
• Preclinical Trials 
• Funders 
• American Geophysical Union 
• Bayer 
• Journalists  
• Financial industry 

Implementation  
Choice 

Community chooses to re-use 
existing technology to 
implement FAIR 

Self-Identified 

Community 


aiming to become more FAIR 

Implementation  
Challenge 

Community accepts challenge to 
create new technology to 
implement FAIR 


Community Implementation Choices and Challenges

Inspect IN Profile Matrix



Kristina Hettne, CDS University Library, Leiden

IN Profile Matrix     January 15-16, Leiden



Convergence on Convergence



In 2019 we enter a time of Convergence 
on a global data infrastructure.   

Conclusion





FAIR Metrics



FAIR Metrics



•Community defined 
•Objective 
•Quantifiable 
•Reproducible
•Automatic (scalable)
•Certifiable 

FAIR Metrics
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A2 metadata are accessible, even when the data are 
no longer available;

Interoperable: 
I1 (meta)data use a formal, accessible, shared, and 
broadly applicable language for knowledge 
representation. 

I2 (meta)data use vocabularies that follow FAIR principles; 

I3 (meta)data include qualified references to other 
(meta)data;

Reusable: 
R1 meta(data) are richly described with a 
plurality of accurate and relevant attributes; 

R1.1 (meta)data are released with a clear and 
accessible data usage license; 

R1.2 (meta)data are associated with detailed 
provenance; 

R1.3 (meta)data meet domain-relevant 
community standards;
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The FAIR Metrics Template



v1.0 checks for HTTP 200 return

FAIR Metrics Upgrades

v3.0 scores multiple parameters of persistence policy 

Example: FM-F1B, Identifier Persistence 

v2.0 validates a standard RDF persistence policy  



WHAT IS FAIR ?

Findable: 
F1 (meta)data are assigned a globally unique and persistent 
identifier; 

F2 data are described with rich metadata; 

F3 metadata clearly and explicitly include the identifier of the 
data it describes; 

F4 (meta)data are registered or indexed in a searchable 
resource;

Accessible: 
A1 (meta)data are retrievable by their identifier using a 
standardized communications protocol; 

A1.1 the protocol is open, free, and universally 
implementable; 

A1.2 the protocol allows for an authentication and 
authorization procedure, where necessary; 

A2 metadata are accessible, even when the data are 
no longer available;

Interoperable: 
I1 (meta)data use a formal, accessible, shared, and 
broadly applicable language for knowledge 
representation. 

I2 (meta)data use vocabularies that follow FAIR principles; 

I3 (meta)data include qualified references to other 
(meta)data; 

Reusable: 
R1 meta(data) are richly described with a 
plurality of accurate and relevant attributes; 

R1.1 (meta)data are released with a clear 
and accessible data usage license; 

R1.2 (meta)data are associated with 
detailed provenance; 

R1.3 (meta)data meet domain-relevant 
community standards; 

Sci. Data 3:160018 doi: 10.1038/sdata.2016.18 (2016)
FAIR Principles

Technology 

Domain-relevant content 



Nicoline Smit Project Manager at Netherland Heart Institute
Mira van der Naald Department of Cardiology, UMC Utrecht

Networkmeeting ZonMw
 FAIR data and a new approach for data management
September 21 2018
Den Haag

https://preclinicaltrials.eu

The “15th” FAIR Metric

https://preclinicaltrials.eu






Metric Identifier FM-CT1   (FAIR Metric Clinical Trail 1)

Metric Name Project registration 

To which principle does it apply? R1.2 (meta)data are associated with detailed provenance

What is being measured? The existence of clinical trail registration 

Why should we measure it? Registration is important for Increased transparency and reduced risk 
of bias and help avoid duplication. 

What must be provided? A URL to the completed preclinical trial registration document 

How do we measure it? Use HTTP GET on URL provided. 

What is a valid result? HTTP 200 (now);  Validted RDF file (later)

For which digital resource(s) is 
this relevant? preclinicaltrails.eu

The “15th” FAIR Metric

http://preclinicaltrails.eu


v1.0 checks for HTTP 200 return

FAIR Metrics Upgrades

v3.0 scores multiple parameters of project registration form 

Example: FM-CT1, Existence of project registration 

v2.0 validates a standard RDF project registrations form  
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https://dsw.fairdata.solutions

The FAIR Data Stewardship Moment 

• Community relevant standards  
• FAIR metrics 
• Machine acitonable metadata



DS Wizard + Metrics 
Hackathon, July 2-4 



FAIR 
Funders 

(3) Funders compose 
new calls with metadata 
requirements by reusing 
the community defined 
metadata templates 

(2) Community-defined machine-
actionable metadata templates and 
FAIR Metrics are made available for 
reuse in FAIR resource repositories 
(e.g. CEDAR) and registered in FAIR 
reference repositories (e.g. 
FAIRsharing.org). These repositories 
inform 3rd-party FAIR metrics 
evaluation services about community-
relevant FAIR standards (step 7).  

(4) Prompted automatically by 
CEDAR forms embedded in the DS 
Wizard, researchers and data 
stewards apply for funding and 
create machine-actionable DS plans, 
supplying the required community-
defined, FAIR metadata. The Funder 
receives assurance from local data 
stewards attesting to the quality of 
the FAIR DS Plan (green check box). 

(1) Metadata for Machines Workshops 
brings domain specialists together with 
metadata experts, tools and resources to 
reuse or define novel metadata 
definitions, templates, and FAIR metrics.

Funders receive approval of 
FAIR DS Plan from research 
institution data stewards.

Funders receive FAIR 
metric evaluation 

certificates.

(5) Funded researchers and 
data stewards execute the 
project, collect FAIR data 
(using FAIR tooling, e.g., 
Castor EDC).

(6) Machine-actionable data 
and metadata are deposited 
in FAIR repositories running 

automated FAIR metrics 
evaluations.  

(7) Trusted 3rd-party FAIR metrics 
evaluations services (Purple Polar Bear) 
validate the FAIRness of the research data 
and metadata, sending certificates directly 
to funder (green check boxes). FAIR 
metrics are defined by the community 
(steps 1 & 2) with certification schemas 
held by GO FAIR Foundation. 

Purple  
Polar  
Bear

✅
✅
✅
✅

FAIR

✅ DS Plan

+
Metadata Experts Research Community 

Preclinical Trials 

Funders

Publishers

Antibiotic Resistance Surveillance

GO FAIR Chemistry IN

Personal Health Train

http://FAIRsharing.org


Community Implementation Choices & Challenges toward increased FAIRness 
https://docs.google.com/a/go-fair.org/document/d/1z9dlCUkJ8SqqKJqcsmGNASL7txbLD4goFNQ02be5QI8/mobilebasic 

FAIR Metric F1A 
1. The community should choose what are preferred (or required) identifier registration services, for its own purposes.

2. The community should define how to reference in a machine-readable manner, the preferred (or required) identifier registration services. 


FAIR Metric F1B 
3. The community should define minimal persistence policy requirements for its chosen identifier registration services. 

4. The identifier registration services should define, or preferably, re-use existing machine-readable templates for persistence policy documents.  


FAIR Metric F2  
5. The community should define a minimal set of required metadata elements to optimize machine Findability for its own purposes. 

6. The community should define, or preferably, re-use existing machine-readable templates for Findability-related metadata. 


FAIR Metric F3 
7. The community should define or preferably, re-use a machine-readable metadata model that explicitly links metadata to data.


FAIR Metric F4 
8. The community should choose what are preferred (or required) search engines for its own purposes.

9. The community should define how to reference in a machine-readable manner, the preferred (or required) search engines. 


FAIR Metric A1.1 
10. The community should choose what are preferred (or required) communication protocols for  for its own purposes. 

11. The community should define how to reference in a machine-readable manner, the preferred (or required) communication protocols.


FAIR Metric A1.2 
12. The community should choose what are preferred (or required) protocols when restricting access to data. 

13. The community should define how to reference in a machine-readable manner, the preferred (or required) communication protocols. 


FAIR Metric A2 
14. The community should define what are preferred (or required) longevity plan (persistence policy) for metadata?

15. The community should define, or preferably, re-use existing machine-readable templates for metadata-related persistence policy documents.
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FAIR Metric I1 
16. The community should choose what is its preferred (or required) language for  knowledge representation. 

17. The community should define how to reference in a machine-readable manner, the preferred (or required) language for  knowledge 
representation. 


FAIR Metric I2  
18. The community should choose what is its preferred (or required) units of measure, vocabularies, ontologies, and conceptual mappings. 

19. The community should define how to reference in a machine-readable manner, the preferred (or required) units of measure, 
vocabularies, ontologies, and conceptual mappings. 


FAIR Metric I3 
20. The community should define what is its preferred (or required) formal LinkSet.

21. The community should define how to reference in a machine-readable manner, the preferred (or required) formal LinkSet.  


FAIR Metric R1.1 
22. The community should choose or define what is its preferred (or required) usage license or licensing requirements.

23. The community should define, or preferably, re-use existing machine-readable templates for licenses.

24. The community should define how to reference in a machine-readable manner, the preferred (or required) usage license.


FAIR Metric R1.2 
25. The community should define what is its preferred (or required) provenance metadata descriptions.

26. The community should define, or preferably, the re-use existing machine-readable templates for provenance metadata descriptions.  

27. The community should define how to reference in a machine-readable manner, the preferred (or required) provenance metadata 
descriptions.


FAIR Metric R1.3  
28. The community should define what is its preferred (or required) certification criteria for data & metadata. [ Comments here about what 
the process is...where is authority derived from]

29. The community should define a machine-actionable validation and certification system for data & metadata compliance. 
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